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Housekeeping

No Recording
Today’s workshop is a closed 
session and will not be recorded; 
however, we will take a few 
photos of the session for publicity. 

Please let us know if you do not 
want to be photographed.

Interactive session
We encourage you to share your experiences 
and questions throughout the workshop and 
participate actively in the discussion. The 
session is an opportunity to discuss challenges 
and develop solutions that are relevant to your 
specific context. 

At the end of the seminar, we will ask 
you to help us evaluate the session 
by telling us what you have learnt.

Feedback



Content
Morning: Scoping a Business Case 10:45 - 12:00
• Machine learning - 10 min
• Understand business needs - 10 min 
• Research workshop overview - 10 min 

Round table - 30 min
Lunch break  12:00-13:00 

Afternoon: ML POC workshop 13:00 -14:30
• Feasibility of ML implementation - 10 min
• Built a Proof of Concept “POC” - 10 min 
• Round table - 20 min
• Integration - 10 min 
• Quality Framework for Statistical Algorithm  “QF4SA” - 25 min 
• Evaluation - 10 min



Machine Learning



Machine Learning
• Machine learning is a field of computer science that uses 

statistical techniques to give computer systems the ability to 
"learn" with data, without being explicitly programmed 

• Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) and 
computer science which focuses on the use of data and 
algorithms to imitate the way that humans learn, gradually 
improving its accuracy.           

Source: IBM

• Machine learning has the advantage to assess Big Data sets 

https://www.ibm.com/uk-en/cloud/learn/what-is-artificial-intelligence


Is ML for official statistics….?

UK ONS-UNECE 
Machine Learning Group 

(2021) 250+ members 
around 33 
countries

38 pilot studies 
& researches

Coming up 
UK ONS-UNECE 
Machine Learning Group 2022

UNECE HLG-MOS 
Machine Learning Project 

(2019-20)



ML2022@ons.gov.uk

Join the ONS-UNECE ML Group 
• Global Data Squad - opportunity to engage in research 

international statistical organisations

• Capability building - Coffee and Coding sessions, expert 
presentations

• A hub for ML news and knowledge sharing

• Connect and network with statisticians and data scientists 
working on ML in official statistics from around the world 

Photo by Chris Ried on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@cdr6934?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/technology?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Understand business 
needs



Business needs: What is your value proposition?

• Statistics in a changing world 

• Changes in technology and 
demographics are impacting 
traditional data sourcing methods

• Machine learning and opportunities 
for operational efficiency



Statistical production process

OutputsInputs

Areas with manual, repetitive work can be 
automated with the help of machine learning



Research workshop 
overview



Workshop objective guidance
Based on mutual interest and building on existing national developments, the objective of the 
workshop is to advance the research, development and application of machine learning 
techniques to add value to the production of official statistics. 
• Investigate and demonstrate the value added of ML in the production of official statistics, 

where "value added" is increase in relevance, better overall quality or reduction in costs.
• Advance the capability of ML to add value to the production of official statistics.
• Advance the capability of national statistical organisations to use ML in the production of 

official statistics.
• Enhance collaboration between statistical organisations in the development and application 

of ML.



The ML project team 

Data 
Scientists

IT Data 
Engineering

Business IT and 
DevOps

ML Ops + 
Engineering



Areas to explore at your table
1. What process / task do you want to assist with machine learning?
2. What is the cost of the current way in terms of, for example, time, number of staff involved 

or budget?
3. What data sets are involved in the process (e.g., survey micro-level data, web-scrapped 

data)? 
4. Who is the business owner? 
5. Who are the stakeholders involved? 
6. How do you expect machine learning can contribute in terms of quality?
7. Does ML help your organisation, institute, Government to produce better, more accurate, 

faster statistics? 



Lunch break

We will break for lunch until 13:00

After lunch each group will be invited to 
share the main points of their discussion



Feasibility of ML 
implementation



ML Implementation – key building blocks

Organisational 
experience Data access

Tools and 
training Infrastructure



How to start ML implementation #1
Organisation experience:
1. Do you know any other team in your organisation or other statistical organisation that has done a similar work? 

If not, do you know where you can consult?

Data access:
1. Do you have access to the data set ? Is there any security issue that could prevent you from accessing the 

data? If so, do you have any work-around (e.g., synthetic data, publicly available data that has similar 
nature)? 

2. Is data supply sustainable? 



How to start ML implementation #2
Tools and training:
1. Do you (or your team) have the capability to run the machine learning project? If not, how do you 

plan to acquire it (e.g., training staff, borrowing staff time from other teams, collaboration with 
university, outsource to private company)? 

2. What software (e.g., R, python) do you need? Is it currently supported by corporate IT system? If 
not, how do you plan to connect the machine learning solution, once it is production-ready, with 
corporate system (e.g., re-work machine learning codes in the software language supported by 
corporate, build APIs)? 

3. Do have a trained team, and to what level?

Infrastructure:
1. Would you need a large computational resource? If so, how do you plan to obtain it (e.g., use cloud 

service, purchase GPU)?



Proof of Concept



Human in the loop

• Exploring how survey stakeholders will interact with ML
• Where are the humans in the process?
• Applying a human-centred lens
• Business processes don’t exist in a vacuum and often they don’t run 

themselves. 
• Successful machine learning projects serve the needs of the ‘humans in the 

loop’. Identifying these humans and understanding their needs is critical to 
success. 



Proof of Concept- guidance areas
• Organisation
• Project Stage
• Context
• Problem
• Value added
• ML Solutions
• Challenges
• Expectations
• Contributions




E+I

		Organisation		Project		Context		Problem		Value added		ML Solutions		Challenges		Expectations		Contributions

		UK		Living cost and Food (LCF) survey, Edit and Imputation process		Input data: Survey data from the LCF survey, these are highly personal data about respondents life situation, income, spending, debt, benefits and any other aspect of their financial situation

Output: I envisage that that the ML process can carry out the editing and imputation process that is currently done manually by a team of editors. They have to spot inconsistencies, contradictions and missing data on the household and person level data

Status: Investigation		The ML solution has to be able to duplicate the currently manual editing and imputation process to a very high degree of accuracy to speed up the process and save costs.		It is mainly costs. The LCF survey will be merged with another two surveys, no manual editing is carried out for these two surveys. The new survey HFS will need to have an editing and imputation process that can handle the much larger combined data sets.

If the ML process can be as accurate as the currently LCF manual process, data quality will increase with the new HFS data output.		Don't know yet		Building a training set for this ML solution will be a challenge as the data models keep changing on a monthly basis with considerable changes on a quarterly basis.

Issues like computing power, cloud based computing with it's legal and ethical issues and placing the changed/imputed data back into the data have to be addressed		To learn which ML approach has to be taken for this POC.

I hope to find out if ML can substitute or at least assist in the editing process and that it can be established what the acceptable level of accuracy would be.		We do not have a software solution yet and we can not share data as they are highly personal.

But we can share our experience of the currently manual editing & imputation process and any code that comes from this POC

		Organisation		Project		Context		Problem		Value added		ML Solutions		Challenges		Expectations		Contributions

		xxxx		Use of deep learning to learn neighborhood characteristics from Google Street View images		Input data:

Satellite data/aerial images/Google Street View
Neighborhood characteristics from survey and admin data
Output:

A (deep) neural network trained to predict neighborhood characteristics from images
Stage:

Collecting the necessary input data
		ML solution:

 Deep learning
Problems:

Low response burden
High survey costs
Long time between data collection and production of official statistics
Low frequency
Opportunities:

Estimate neighborhood characteristics without (or with less frequent) survey
Importance:

Reduce response burden
Reduce survey costs
Real-time statistics
High-frequency statistics		Value added:

ML is better equipped to handle image data than model-based techniques. (Design-based techniques not applicable.)
Improvement:

See B. importance
Assessment:

Cross validation: train on subset of annotated data, predict left-out sample and compare with true values
Compare model-based techniques?		Deep learning is an artifical neural network with several hidden layers. It has been shown to be able to classify images very well, provided a large training set is available.		Obtaining training data: high resolution images annotated with neighborhood characteristics
Optimizing network architecture and hyperparameter values
IT infrastructure		Learn from other organizations how to solve this problem.		We have register data about neighborhoods and aerial photo's but as far as I know no images (yet) from Google Street View. Some colleagues have experience with training a deep neural net.

























C+C

		Organisation		Project		Stage		Context		Problem		Value added		ML Solutions		Challenges		Expectations		Contributions

		Mexico		Using ML for automatic coding		Early		The input data are descriptions of occupations and the sector of economic activity declared in the National Household Income and Expenditure Survey. The output data will be the descriptions with assigned keys according to the classifiers that are available for the occupation variables and economic activity sector. The project is at an experimental level.		We are trying to increase the quantity and quality of the encoded registers automatically, for which we are using Support Vector Machines. In our organization we have projects of codification of the variables of occupation and sector of economic activity in different surveys and population and housing censuses, achieving to increase the quality and quantity of records encoded automatically for the Household Income and Expenditure Survey , it would mean an improvement in the rest of the projects.		As mentioned in the previous point, it is intended to improve the quantity and quality of encoded registers automatically. The way to demonstrate the improvement will be by comparing the results obtained with already coded surveys.		Support Vector Machines.		In our organization we have a high expectation about this project, the success would mean reduction of processing times and economic costs.		For this project, we have access to data and the support of managers.

		Poland		Classification of products according to COICOP		Early		Input data: list of products with their description

Output data: products classified to different categories

Level of maturity: idea		The possibility to classify products (COICOP) when we receive the list of products with their description from different shops. The description and provided data is different for every shop.		We would like to be able to classify received data without doing it manually.

How value added will be assessed is not determined because the project is currently in the idea phase		Classification algorithms (not selected yet)		Project is still in the idea phase, we have not addressed any technical challenges yet.

		Serbia		Classification and coding of workers' occupations and company NACE activities		Early		Input data: Occupations and companies NACE activities obtained by performing pilot population census collected in textual form, according to the provided answers of the interviewed persons.

Type of data: Short narrative text

Output data: Occupations and NACE activities classified and coded according to the valid classification list

Stage: Conceptual		The goal is to determine the best machine coding algorithm in working with short narrative text. The idea is to apply it in numerous surveys and in the upcoming Population Census.		The aim is to exclude manual classification and coding. It would be reflected on reducing costs in term of working hours needed for manual coding and decreasing the time needed for the production of statistical data.		Classification algorithms will be defined and used in implementing coding system for textual described Occupations and NACE activities. Key words, previously coded data and other solutions blended with other data from the Census questionnaire, will lead to defining proper coding algorithm. It will be checked and, after establishing its usability, implemented in various surveys.  		Project is in the conceptual stage. Tools still have to be established, after further analysis.		Defining coding system for Occupations and NACE activities, will be a start of implementing ML in our office, and hopefully, it will bring new ideas in defining other ML solutions for various statistical domains.  		Data collected from pilot Population census can be used

		USA - BLS		Automated coding of worker injury narratives		Advanced		The input to this task is a collection of digital text narratives describing the occupation of an injured worker and the circumstances surrounding their injury. The output is a set of codes indicating the occupation of the worker, the nature of their injury, the part of body injured, the event that caused the injury, and the object or substance that inflicted the injury. We are using machine learning to perform this task in production already and have been for five. We are currently assigning about 85% of the codes automatically at better than human accuracy using a deep neural network model.		Manual coding of injury narratives is a very difficult task and we have observed that different human coders frequently choose different codes for the exact same narrative, and require large amounts of time to read and code these narratives. We are using ML to improve the quality and efficiency of this coding process.


		The primary value added is in quality. Our evaluations show our machine learning algorithms assign these codes more accurately than trained human staff, even after those staff have the benefit of multiple rounds of human review. The secondary value added is in efficiency, the computer program can assign hundreds of thousands of codes in minutes, Manual coding, in contrast, requires many dozens of people working across the country for many months.



		For the first 4 years in production we used a regularized multinomial logistic regression with bag-of-words type features. We have recently switched to deep neural networks which use a combination of convolutional, recurrent, and attention layers to read narratives and assign codes. We have previously evaluated and decided not to pursue naive bayes, support vector machine, random forest, and rule-based/knowledge engineering approaches.		One of the main unanswered technical challenges is figuring out how to efficiently retrain or adapt our model model when classification systems change dramatically or the input data substantially shifts. Generally this requires large amounts of training data but there are hints that transfer learning techniques might dramatically reduce the need for this.		We would like to learn how other organizations are handling these issues and share what we have learned.		The data is protected but the code for our neural network autocoder is available online at https://github.com/USDepartmentofLabor/soii_neural_autocoder. We also have several tutorials available for others interested in creating similar models. These include the following:

Building a logistic regression autocoder:

https://github.com/ameasure/autocoding-class/blob/master/machine_learning.ipynb

Building a variety of neural network autocoders:

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1g3MVMCLOYshI_gaqMkDDj9gtG7yQQxib?ts=5c98e613



We also have papers documenting our work:

Logistic Regression autocoder:
�https://www.bls.gov/osmr/pdf/st140040.pdf

Neural network autocoder:

�https://www.bls.gov/iif/deep-neural-networks.pdf

		USA - USCB		Developing an active learning strategy for text classification		Early		The input data would be text data, perhaps written survey responses.  The output would be the category you are trying to classify.  I am in the experimental stages with this research.		We are attempting to figure out the best strategy to work with large unlabeled datasets, to reduce the time required for manual annotation.		The value added would be from quicker modeling and experimentation, which would lead to faster deployment into production.  This value added could be assessed by the decreases in research time.		A semi-supervised active learning approach.  The computer basically tells you, "These words I don't know very much about, so give me more labels pertaining to these things."		There are many AL approaches: Pool-based sampling, stream-based sampling, membership query synthesis.  Figuring out which is the best AL scenario for a dataset, and how much labeled text is required for optimal success.		I have programmed solutions that have been found in our research.

		Australia		Next Generation coder using Support Vector Machines

		Canada		Use of Fastext and XGBoost for coding		Advanced		The ML solution would be applied to input data from survey responses or administrative data (Big Data), provided by respondents or data providers respectively. The type of input data would include strings of text related to the occupation or industry of the respondents. We have already begun developing models for these purposes using the FastText algorithm. We have been able to create models that approximate the accuracy currently achieved by human operators, and therefore we believe that we are near production-ready. However, we would like to increase the accuracy of our models and the proportion of records that can be automatically coded with high confidence. 		We need to assign a numeric value to an unstructured string of text. There are a large number of potential labels that could be applied; over 300 different codes in a given classification. The text can be highly variable, as they are open ended responses to survey questions asked to the public. In order to operationalize such a model, we would have to ensure a very high accuracy (above 95%) in order to maintain data quality. Statistics Canada receives hundreds of thousands of survey responses that need to be assigned a numeric value for statistical aggregation. Performing this text classification automatically using a machine learning model could significantly improve operational efficiencies and reduce costs. 		We expect to improve operational efficiencies, improve accuracy and reduce costs by implementing ML solutions. Furthermore, if we are able to create models of a higher accuracy that our current models or human operators then we would be improving the statistical data quality that our organization produces. We will be assessing this prospective added value by performing quality verification on the automatically coded records, using various QC methodologies, stratification, etc. Regarding financial efficiencies, we will analyze the time/expense invested in developing models vis-a-vis that of our current business model of coding operations to evaluate costs and prospective savings of public funds.		To date we have been creating models using the FastText algorithm and have begun experimentation using the XG Boost algorithm. However, we are open to exploring other ML solutions and expect to build a suite of solutions which may be better suited to other datasets.		The technical challenges that we have encountered to date are all common to the development of any ML models: understanding the data, data preparation, feature engineering, parameter selection / hyper-parameter tuning, processing power, storage of models, quality validation of the model, quality control of output, model re-training, and the business process of changing classifications or input data over time. We believe that as an organization we could stand to improve in these areas.		Primarily, we expect to improve our expertise in the creation of high quality models. In addition, we expect to augment our business processes surrounding ML solutions more generally, as well as the implications of the operationalization of ML technologies as it relates to data quality, methodology, etc.		Our organization has access to a wealth of data, as the national statistical agency of Canada. We have been developing our understanding and expertise working with ML solutions and have a number of different teams dedicated to delivering ML solutions. We have a dedicated Data Science unit, the Data Science Accelerator, as well as other professionals in the field from Methodologists to Data Science Students. We also have systems in place to facilitate the integration of ML solutions into our coding operations, such as G-Code.

		Germany		Assignment of enterprises in the business register to the institutional sectors		Advanced		Input data: Information on enterprises from the business register. (For all economically active enterprises in Germany and their establishments, the business register contains information on auxiliary characteristics (name, address), regulatory characteristics (economic sector, legal form, etc.) and size (turnover, number of employees).)

Output: see B.

Status: in production (and production-proven)		We tried to classify enterprises with respect to the so-called third sector (roughly spoken: the non-profit sector). This information is required by our National Accounts and other external stakeholders and needed to determine valid selection populations.

Most units can be classified by a hard-coded algorithm. Around 50000 leave this algorithm labeled as "uncertain". Of course, there are no ressources to check all of them manually. Therefore, a ML-approach has been implemented.		We expect a higher quality in our National Accounts. (If we would not do the classification, the information would not be available for these "uncertain"-labeled units.)		In the end: Support Vector Machine (for classification).

		The provision of computer capacity for (time and storage consuming) new methods is progressing rather slowly.



		We would like to get an impression of the acceptance of machine learning generated information in other NSOs/NSAs. Is it difficult to convince "traditional" statisticians?

Which are your performance measures used to assess the quality of the classification? Are there experiences, e.g., which sensitivity/specifity/... is acceptable? (I guess this depends strongly on the context ...)		We would like to share our experiences concerning this project. In particular, we used the results of SVM not only directly for classification but also to improve the hard-coded algorithm. (In this sense, we used the SVM -- originally unintended -- as a data mining tool.) As there is no stand-alone package it is difficult to share code. (And to share data seems to be impracticable from legal points of view.)

		UK		Living cost and Food (LCF) survey, Diary Coding		Early		Input data: Respondents are ask to keep a two week diary of everything they purchased during that period. This project is only concerned with food brought home. Scanned product descriptions from checkout receipts are matched with ML to COICOP codes. Only the food category is used.

Output: Product classification by COICOP codes

Status: Experimental.		The ML solution is trying to code the scanned food items with the correct COICOP value to automate at least part of the Diary coding. This will make the Diaries available for further data processing faster, use less resources and allow the coders to concentrate on other aspects of data quality.		The driver is to reduce costs. As this solution is not in production yet, it is difficult to asses if a cost saving can be achieved. This will depend on how accurate the scanning and ML coding process will be and how much manual intervention will be required.



		Linear Regression

Random Forest

Naïve-Bayes		To get the accuracy of the classification high enough and to keep manual intervention due to receipt scanning to a minimum.		To share with other NSIs what has been achieved so far and learn from the work of other NSIs to make this solution "better"



		We can share our experience and software code, but not the data.

		USA - USCB		Deploying a ML model for text classification into survey instrument for production				The input data is what the respondent submits to the survey instrument, and the output is the desired prediction and associated data.		If our ML model is a Python product, it can't directly be integrated into our survey instruments.  The computing solution for this, is to set up a web service, and API, then the instrument is able to consume the Python model.  A ML web service call would return prediction results to an external application that would be integrated with our survey instrument.		It streamlines deploying a ML algorithm.		Modifications to current algorithms should be explored to increase processing speeds, so the API response times are fast.		Speed of the model, maintenance, health, testing requirements.		Our pilot results, specifications, and architecture.

























Imagery

		Organisation		Project		Stage		Context		Problem		Value added		ML Solutions		Challenges		Expectations		Contributions

		Belgium - VITO		Classification of agricultural businesses using google streetview and google maps images				The goal is to determine NACE classification (detailed level) of agriculture businesses for which the NACE code is missing. Now, Google maps and streetview images are used, manually, by people. The idea is to automate this process using ML methods.

Input: training set of known NACE codes and corresponding images

Output: NACE codes for businesses where images are available but NACE is unknown

Status: conceptual level		ML solutions should take the human out of the loop, should provide a more consistent labeling, and increase the speed of the process by removing manual tasks		cost and quality are main drivers. Performance can be tested on a hold-out data set for which NACE codes are known		Most likely a deep learning approach		Automatically fetching images from google; dealing with multiple and different numbers of images per business		Specifically a solution for missing NACE codes, more generally experience with deep learning using imagery		We have (some) data available. Not sure how easy it would be to share. We have no programmed solutions. However we are looking at using a high-level deep learning software for which we have licenses available

		Mexico		Use supervised machine learning in time series of Landsat images to classify: high population density, low population density and no population.

		Netherlands		Use of deep learning to learn neighborhood characteristics from Google Street View images				Input data:

Satellite data/aerial images/Google Street View
Neighborhood characteristics from survey and admin data
Output:

A (deep) neural network trained to predict neighborhood characteristics from images
Stage:

Collecting the necessary input data
		ML solution:

 Deep learning
Problems:

Low response burden
High survey costs
Long time between data collection and production of official statistics
Low frequency
Opportunities:

Estimate neighborhood characteristics without (or with less frequent) survey
Importance:

Reduce response burden
Reduce survey costs
Real-time statistics
High-frequency statistics		Value added:

ML is better equipped to handle image data than model-based techniques. (Design-based techniques not applicable.)
Improvement:

See B. importance
Assessment:

Cross validation: train on subset of annotated data, predict left-out sample and compare with true values
Compare model-based techniques?		Deep learning is an artifical neural network with several hidden layers. It has been shown to be able to classify images very well, provided a large training set is available.		Obtaining training data: high resolution images annotated with neighborhood characteristics
Optimizing network architecture and hyperparameter values
IT infrastructure		Learn from other organizations how to solve this problem.		We have register data about neighborhoods and aerial photo's but as far as I know no images (yet) from Google Street View. Some colleagues have experience with training a deep neural net.









































Web+Sentiment

		Organisation		Project		Stage		Context		Problem		Value added		ML Solutions		Challenges		Expectations		Contributions

		Poland		Job vacancies		Advanced		Input data – web sites from job offers portals
Output data – demand on labour market by ISCO codes
The project is conducted from 2013 – now is very mature, Statistics Poland is also involved in ESSNet Big Data activities in this subject matter		The aim of the project is to use Machine Learning to map skills/description of the job to the specific ISCO code (International Standard Classification of Occupation). 		The value added from the project is to deliver real time data on the demand on labour market related to the ISCO codes.

The value added is related to supplement statistical questionnaires on job demand. The aim is to deliver recent data day by day.

Current statistical questionnaire is conducted once a year – we will deliver recent data with seasonal changes.		Supervised machine learning is used. Training dataset includes manual mapping of real description of job vacancies with ISCO code.		There is a need to have methodological clearness of the difference between the definition of “job vacancies” and “online job vacancies”.

Web scrap job vacancies portals – Big Data environment with NoSQL database is highly recommended.

		Poland		Life satisfaction		Advanced		Input data – Twitter data, comments related to the news published on the Internet
Output data – life satisfaction, opinion on the specific topic
The project was conducted in 2016-2018 as a part of ESSNet Big Data activities, also conducted for statistical purposes.		The aim of the project is to use Machine Learning to deliver data on emotions in Social Media and web human sourced information. We can deliver the data on life satisfaction of social media users (e.g., angry, happy, sad) and assess the general outcome of the comment on the web (e.g., positive, negative).		The value added is related to supplement statistical questionnaires on life satisfaction/opinion on certain news. The aim is to deliver recent data day by day.

We can deliver new data on social media users life satisfaction, as well as opinion about certain news.		Supervised machine learning is used. Training dataset includes manual mapping of the sentiment to the Tweet/comment.		We need to redefine the categories in Life Satisfaction – in statistical surveys there is disproportion between positive and negative emotions (e.g. happy (positive) vs. angry, sad, disappointed, depressed (negative)).

Scrap tweets with Twitter API, scrap comments with customized web scrappers – Big Data environment with NoSQL database is recommended.

The main obstacle of the project progress is that Twitter data is not representativeness (it is limited to this social media users). The second part – opinions (positive, negative) is also not strictly related to statistical domains.











































Inference

		Organisation		Project		Stage		Context		Problem		Value added		ML Solutions		Challenges		Expectations		Contributions

		Mexico		Nowcasting and Forecasting economic time series				Our objective is to assess the relevance of using machine learning techniques for economic nowcasting. The data come from both public and private sources. Private data refers to transactions at point of sale terminals. Public data comes from surveys in establishments. The stage we are is merely conceptual.		 We try to exploit information collected more frequently and more disaggregated to generate economic indicators more timely and with greater accuracy.		The value added comes from accuracy and timely		Long Short Term Memory, Random Forest		The main challenge could be to mix different data types each one collected at different frequency intervals		to improve the accuracy for some economic indicators and/or to be able to generate a more-timely indicator for nowcasting		the data must be processed within the facilities of the institutions that own the data, so we cannot share the data.

		Australia		Harnessing Big Data for official statistics













































Machine learning -
Integration



Machine learning - Integration
Making ML count : the challenge of integration

“Successful progression into production only happens for about 20% of PoCs”

1. Where should ML fit in a statistical organization? 
2. What should the ML pipeline look like with regards to the organization structure? 
3. What machine learning skills are needed and where are they needed in the 

organization?
4. How can organizations efficiently acquire the ML skills they need?
5. How should organizations demonstrate and communicate the value-added of ML 

techniques?
6. How should statistical organizations identify the right problems for ML?



Eric.Deeben@ONS.gov.uk

End-to-end Machine Learning in an Enterprise setting
Production ML is an iterative team sport

Business
Inputs

Data
Engineering

Data
Science

Model
Training Packaging

Deploy 
and

Serve
Monitor

Business
Validation

Business, IT
Data 

Engineering
Data Scientists IT, DevOps

ML Ops/
Engineering Business

Data, Metadata, Security, Workload Management, Governance



What are the Challenges
1. Business Knowledge

• Stakeholders - Who can make decisions?
• Data usage - Impact on data users
• Existing Data Pipeline - Integration

2. Knowing the Data
• Precision 🡨🡨 🡨🡨 Recall : to satisfy business needs

3. Value Proposition, what is the ML value?
• Speed?
• Cost? What is the driver for all this?
• Accuracy?



Quality Framework for 
Statistical Algorithm (QF4SA)

InKyung Choi 
UN Economic Commission for Europe 

Statistics Division

EXPO2020 

Mobilizing Big Data and Data Science for the Sustainable Development Goals Event

(January 26, 2022)



1. Background
2. Quality dimensions in QF4SA

1) Accuracy
2) Explainability
3) Reproducibility
4) Timeliness
5) Cost-effectiveness

3. Summary

Content



1. Background

• National Statistical Offices (NSOs) are the 
provider of official statistics and have a 
responsibility to ensure that the highest quality 
outputs are produced

• Quality frameworks to support quality 
assurance 

• With increasing interest in machine learning 
methods, existing quality frameworks need to 
be looked at

UN National Quality Assurance Framework 



1. Background

• Developed by UNECE HLG-MOS Machine 
Learning Project Work Package 2 – Quality 
Team in 2020

• Contributors: Siu-Ming Tam (Australia), 
Bart Buelens (Belgium-VITO) Wesley Yung 
(Canada), Gabriele Ascari and Fabiana 
Rocci (Italy), Florian Dumpert (Germany), 
Joep Burger (Netherlands), Hugh Chipman 
(Acadia University), InKyung Choi (UNECE)

• Will appear in the Statistical Journal of the 
IAOS (2022) 



2. Quality dimensions in QF4SA

• Why “Statistical” Algorithm? -> Applicable to both traditional 
statistical methods as well as ML methods

• Targeted for intermediate outputs, not necessarily for the final 
statistical output

Final statistical output 
(e.g., employment rate
for 2021 Q4)

Labour Force Survey



2.1. Quality dimensions - Accuracy
• Closeness of computations or estimates to the true values that were intended to 

measure
• Accuracy metric changes according to the process and to the target, when the 

focus is on unit wise predictive accuracy (often in ML application)

ID Job description Actual code Predicted code Result

1 I manage crane 8221 8221 Correct

2 Fork-lift 8222 8229 Incorrect

3 I drive lift trucks 8222 8222 Correct

… … … … ….

3500 Plowing machine driver 8223 4133 Incorrect



2.1. Quality dimensions - Accuracy
• Closeness of computations or estimates to the true values that were intended to 

measure
• Accuracy metric changes according to the process and to the target, when the 

focus is on unit wise predictive accuracy (often in ML application)
• For regression: RMSE (absolute or relative), etc. 
• For classification: accuracy, recall, precision and F1 score

Precision = True positives 
among all predicted positives

Recall = True positives among 
all actual positives



2.1. Quality dimensions - Accuracy
• ML methods often do not have as much restriction as traditional 

statistical methods
• There is a risk of overestimating accuracy



Data Set

2.1. Quality dimensions - Accuracy
• ML methods often does not have as much restriction as traditional 

statistical methods
• Risk of overfitting to observed data
• Cross-validation scheme (split data set into training set vs. test set)

Training 
set

Test 
set

For realistic estimation of accuracy



2.2. Quality dimensions - Explainability
• Degree to which a human can understand how a prediction is made 

from a statistical or an ML algorithm using its input features
• Increased model complexity might improve accuracy but at the 

expense of model explainability



2.2. Quality dimensions - Explainability

Husky? Wolf?



Ribeiro et. Al. (2016) "Why Should I Trust You?": 
Explaining the Predictions of Any Classifier

2.2. Quality dimensions - Explainability



2.2. Quality dimensions - Explainability

E.U. General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR)

“…such processing should be 
subject to safeguards, which 
should include… the right to obtain 
an explanation of the decision…”



2.3. Quality dimensions - Reproducibility
• Three types of reproducibility: methods reproducibility, inferential 

reproducibility and results reproducibility 
• Methods reproducibility is defined as the ability to implement, as exactly as 

possible, the experimental and computational procedures, with the same 
data and tools, to obtain the same results

• Machine learning methods are often complex with a lot of 
parameters, hyperparameters, on top of dependency issues



2.3. Quality dimensions - Reproducibility
• How to make “reproducible”?
• Providing enough details about algorithms, assumptions and data so 

the same procedures could be exactly repeated, in theory or in 
practice, sharing analytical data sets (original raw or processed data), 
relevant metadata, analytical code and related software

• Analyses be repeated in-house and by another individual, who should 
be at arm’s length from the original researcher, to assess 
reproducibility



2.4. Quality dimensions - Timeliness
• The length of time between the reference period and the 

availability of information
• Also, recommend to consider

• the length of time it takes to develop or put in place a process 
• the length of time it takes to process data

• The former can take long. But once in production, ML can process 
vast amounts of data in a short time

• Aspects to consider: Data cleaning, IT infrastructure, 
Preparation of training data, Evaluation of data quality, Model re-
training

Time for 
development

Time in 
production



2. Quality dimensions – Cost effectiveness
• Degree to which results are effective in relation to the costs of obtaining them (e.g., 

RMSE reduction per unit cost)
• Fixed cost and on-going cost. Decomposing it into different cost components is useful to 

better assess potential savings and accuracy improvements against future ongoing costs. 
This would also help estimate the time needed to recoup the initial investment 

• Some ML methods may introduce more cost than others

Cost component Type Purpose

IT infrastructure Fixed Necessary hardware and software

Initial staff training Fixed Training current staff; hiring new staff

Cloud storage On-going Cloud storage space

Quality assurance On-going Conducting quality assurance and control

…



2. Quality dimensions – Cost effectiveness
• Fixed costs may represent the main challenge, but they also have to 

be compared with the future savings that ML would grant
• Once the fixed and ongoing costs of training are considered, 

automation should make it possible to save in terms of staff needed 
to execute operations. Also potential of using new data sources



3. Summary

Quality 
dimension

Accuracy

Explainability

Reproducibility

Timeliness

Cost 
effectiveness

Different 
importance for 

different 
stakeholders at 
different stages



3. Summary

Quality 
dimension Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 (legacy)

Accuracy 80% 85% 78%

Explainability High (easy) Low (hard) High (easy)

Reproducibility High (easy) Middle Low (hard)

Timeliness High Middle Low

Cost 
effectiveness

High Middle Low

Different 
importance for 

different 
stakeholders at 
different stages



3. Summary
• Evaluating quality for statistical algorithms is multi-dimensional
• The proposed QF4SA presents five dimensions to help guide official 

statisticians when comparing different methods (ML and non-ML)
• The QF4SA is not a replacement for existing quality frameworks but is 

a supplement to them



Thank you for your attention



Evaluation



• PLACEHOLDER FOR POC ROUNDTABLE FEEDBACK



Research and Implementation in ML
• ML can be used not only for big data but also for non-big 

data
• There are advanced methods, but simple methods work 

well too
• Depending on use case, different emphasis on different 

quality dimensions
• Sharing and collaboration is key to facilitating ML 



Research and Implementation in ML
• Moving from exploration to production is a key inflection 

point in enterprises’ ML journeys
• Machine learning solutions are most useful when they 

align with user needs. A good understanding of existing 
processes and the ways they meet and frustrate user 
needs is helpful first step. 



Research and Implementation in ML
Making it to production currently only 35% of organizations 
indicate that analytical models are fully deployed in 
production and are often challenged in the “last mile” of 
the complex and iterative ML workflow*

IDC’s Advanced and Predictive Analytics survey and interviews, n = 400, 2017 – 2019



Research and Implementation in ML
The challenge of making it to 
production 

Currently only 35% of organizations indicate 
that analytical models are fully deployed in 
production and are often challenged in the “last 
mile” of the complex and iterative ML workflow*

IDC’s Advanced and Predictive Analytics survey and interviews, n = 
400, 2017 – 2019



Thank you for your 
attention



Resources

UNECE publication 
on
Machine Learning 
for Official 
Statistics 

Machine Learning for 
Official Statistics Wiki: all 
reports, pilot studies, 
codes, learning resources, 
etc.

https://statswiki.unece.org/display/ML/Machine+Learning+for+Official+Statistics+Home
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